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ABSTRACT
With an ever increasing number of attacks on networks that have an even more increasing amount of information being communicated across them, the old means of examining network data for intruders and malicious acts through text no longer works. Even with the help of filters and data aggregation there is too much for a person to read through and get a clear understanding of what is happen across a network, causing security officers to many times miss intrusions. With an overwhelming amount of false alerts from incorrectly setup Intrusion Detection Systems and not enough time to sift through them all, a new means of displaying and interacting with the network data presented by intrusion detection system is needed. That is why there has been an increase in research about how to create visualizations for networks that will allow someone to better understand what is happening across a network. Using previous research as well as a study of the theory and architecture used by the video game industry on interactive environments, it is possible to create an intuitive interactive visual environment of network data that will help network administrators more effectively understand their networks and where potential threats may lurk. Therefore, this proposed design attempts to help solve the problem of network communication comprehension.
CHAPTER 1. GENERAL INTRODUCTION
There is a growing problem in the technical community. With networks becoming larger and faster the amount of data that has to be analyzed for potential threats keeps growing and Intrusion Detection Systems are becoming harder and harder to use and set up properly. Regardless of training or experience, administrators must be able to rapidly understand the security state of their systems and networks, especially during a crisis. [17] This is why current research has focused on how to visualize network data in a way that can be easily understood. Graphical or visual presentations can not only describe data in different ways, but can also facilitate the comparison between different sets of data, stimulate scientific innovation, and even encourage theoretical insights. [13] With that in mind, the design proposed here means to use lessons from past works in the visual representation of network data as well as the ideas for interactive environments and visualization from the video gaming industry for a possible solution to the problem.
Problem Statement
According to Robert Erbacher, "the current network analysis problem is with too much information and inefficient analysis techniques." [18] He is absolutely correct, current network Administrators and Network Security Personnel are still using text based analysis tools for their networks. Even with a Graphical User Interfaces for filtering, aggregating, and searching data logs, there is too much information to handle. This causes a great many problems when it comes to trying to recognize and compensate for an attack on one's network. Having so much information is meant to help experts find and prevent attackers form successfully intruding, but instead it causes most of the data to become almost useless to anyone reading it because it is absolutely overwhelming, making it impossible to find the patterns needed to make sense of what is happening. This prompted researchers to begin testing different ways of creating visualizations for network data. These visualizations are meant to allow a person to watch what a network is doing through the visualizations and try to detect patterns and/or tell tale signs of an attack or network anomaly.
This presents a whole new problem all together. These visualizations now need to be done in such a way that the user can intuitively understand the basics of how to use it, learn from what is seen, and understand what is happening across the network in order to properly ascertain the situation. With this there are four important problems that must be considered:
(1) Positioning nodes, (2) Managing the links so they convey actual information, (3) Handling the scale of graphs with thousands or millions of nodes, and (4) Interacting with and navigating through large networks of information. [13] This requires a robust adaptive system that can keep up with the advancements in technology as well as the ever changing and evolving characteristics of any network. Therefore, what is needed is an interactive environment where the user can learn from different sets of queues while the system can learn from the user's choices and be able to adapt to improvements in technology.
Hypothesis
In approaching the problem of how to effectively create an interactive environment that can effectively demonstrate what is happening across a network with different levels of complexity in such a way that a user can learn from the environment and the environment can learn from the user there is one field that has not been entirely considered, the field of computer gaming. Computer gaming environments have been evolving graphically, audibly, and interactively for years. This entire field thrives off of the successful implementation of interactive visual environments since that is precisely what they are. Therefore, this thesis studies works of the past as well as gaming theory and design in order to design an interactive system for Intrusion Detection.
CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND
In order to come up with an adequate design, three areas of study need to be researched and understood. First, since intrusion detection systems are the main source of information about the network and it's traffic one needs to know what they are, why they are used, how they operate and what problems they have. Second, the amount of research done on visualizations for network analysis can help in understanding what may work, what does not, and what needs to be seen. Third, in order to be able to use some of the work done in the gaming industry, an understanding of certain game theory is needed.
Intrusion Detection Systems
Intrusion detection is the process of monitoring the events occurring in a computer system or network and analyzing them for signs of intrusions, defined as attempts to compromise the confidentiality, integrity, availability, or to bypass the security mechanisms of a computer or network. [16] Intrusion detection systems (IDSs) are software or hardware systems that automate the process of monitoring the events occurring in a computer system or network, analyzing them for signs of security problems. [16] While this is rather straight forward, there are many different methods of intrusion detection that an intrusion detection system may use.
Why use an Intrusion Detection System
There are several compelling reasons to acquire and use Intrusion Detection Systems:
To prevent problematic behaviors by increasing the perceived risk of discovery and punishment for those who would attack or otherwise abuse the system, to detect attacks and other security violations that are not prevented by other security measures, to detect and deal with the preambles to attacks, to document the existing threat to an organization, to act as quality control for security design and administration, especially of large and complex enterprises, and to provide useful information about intrusions that do take place, allowing improved diagnosis, recovery, and correction of causative factors. [16] In other words, find out where and how attackers may attacked or may attack in the future in order to prevent them from succeeding at their goal.
Kinds of Intrusion Detection Systems
When considering the different kinds of intrusion detection systems, there are three 
Problems with Intrusion Detection Systems
A major issue is the large number of false detections, especially for Network IDSs (Intrusion Detection Systems). There are two kinds of false detection, false positive and false negative. False positive judges normal traffic as an attack, while false negative fails to produce an alarm for a real attack. [9] This is most likely due to the IDS not being configured to suit the network. If the IDS is set to monitor the network too strictly then there will be many more false positive intrusion results, creating a lot of alerts making it impossible for anyone to tell when an alert is about a real problem or not. On the other side, if the IDS is not set to be strict enough then there will be a lot of false negative intrusion results, making it much easier for an attacker to sneak in unnoticed since the system will not alert to the intruders activity.
Previous Works
There is a lot of literature on trying to create successful data visualizations and They came up with four priorities: provide markers for external hosts that communicate with the home network, a set of home hosts, show which home network computers are communicating with the external computers, and show the rough amount of traffic each external host is responsible for during the observation time period. [17] In order to do this they came up with a grid that represented the home hosts and used boxes that represented the external hosts. With this they then linked communications between the external and home hosts with a line. (see Figure 1 ) This way the user can see the amount of connections between home and external hosts at a glance. Unfortunately, some users had difficulty using the time line to identify external computers that were described as "only communicating from time to time" with the home network. [17] This is understandable since all of the communication in between the grid and the different external hosts can make it hard to tell if a few hosts are only occasionally messaging a home host. Also, whenever one host had a lot of traffic, this traffic made it difficult to see any traffic connected to hosts that were located between the high traffic host and the node box sets, causing issues with heavy traffic networks. Another scheme that utilized a grid was designed by Chris Muelder, Kwan-Liu Ma, and Tony Bartoletti. For this visualization there were several components all displayed at once, it included a time line that is a showed the entire time rage available with the vertical axis of a rectangle corresponding to to time, with each row representing one unit, and the horizontal axis corresponding to the port range. Another component consisted of a grid that depicts the activity during a given time unit. It consists of a dot on a 256 × 256 grid for each of the 65,536 ports. The port number can be thought of as a two-byte number. Therefore, the x (horizontal) axis represents the high byte of the port number, and the y (vertical) axis represents the low byte of the port number. So each point corresponds to a particular port, and the color of each point is determined by the value of the current metric at the corresponding port. [6] (See Figure 2 ) Also included was a scatter plot in order to assist analysts compare metrics as an alternative to the grid visualization. The primary difference is that instead of laying the ports out by their numeric value, they are laid out according to the the values of two metric for the port. [6] . As is pointed out in the publication, this scheme is good at displaying the whole dataset without the need for several panels of information, but the problem is that ports of interest are very small and activity can easily be missed if not already anticipated.
A three dimensional visualization tool that utilizes grids in a different way is Cichlid.
This tool uses 3D animated visualizations for differing data sets. Cichlid currently supports two types of graphs: 3-D bar charts, which are useful for displaying numeric quantities that are functions of two independent variables, and vertex/edge graphs, which are good for representing topology. [5] Unfortunately though, Cichlid uses very strict data set objects that have to be created from the network data before it can be used. The data collection code that abstracts the application-specific data into data set models is the responsibility of the server writer, since the toolkit itself has no knowledge of the application domain. [5] Another problem is that operations on these data set objects must be performed through method calls; it still suffers from some of the same problems that the previous schemes had. Lastly, Trends, is a 3D graph that uses the x coordinate for time, z coordinate for port number, and drew a bar along they y coordinate to represent the amount of data transmitted. The major improvement here, though, is that there are two overlapping bars. A red transparent bar and a opaque blue bar. The Red bar represents the average amount of data an a specific time checked every 12 hours, while the blue is the actual amount of data. This way one can see anomalies quickly and clearly in the large amount of data. [1] While these existing network visualizations often seem impressive because of the colorful display of nodes richly connected with links. These visually engaging images enable users to estimate the network size while revealing important clusters. However, in most examples, the overlapped nodes prevent users from estimating cluster size and the crossed links make it impossible to follow connections, count node in-degree, or carry out other tasks. [2] Therefore, another scheme was developed. That is visualization by Semantic Substrates. Semantic Substrates have two principles: (1) layouts are based on user-defined semantic substrates, which are non-overlapping regions in which node placement is based on node attributes, (2) users interactively control link visibility to limit clutter and thus ensure comprehensibility of source and destination. This allows for automatic node placement by their attributes, so that the location conveys information, according to Ben Shneiderman and Aleks Aris.
One advantage of semantic substrates is that proportionally-sized regions would immediately give users some idea of the relative cardinality of each category. For example, in a food-web layout with five regions by mammals, reptiles, birds, fish, and insect groups, users would be able to see that there are many more insects than mammals or reptiles. A second advantage of semantic substrates is that users can quickly distinguish links that cross from one category (region) to another, for example, enabling users to see that reptiles eat insects and mammals, but insects do not eat reptiles or mammals. [2] Of course semantic substrates are effective only if there is some categorical attribute or if a numerical attribute can be used to form categories. However a caution about semantic substrates is that they complicate node and link drawing by imposing an additional constraint on the layout. Though for some, the added utility of user control of link visibility may prove more advantageous. What is most interesting about this idea is that the grouping allows for a form of chunking. In doing this, if the groups are allowed to change, but because of their grouping stay relatively the same, it would help with spacial recognition since then a person can see that group first then consider the individual systems.
One other item of interest is Cheops. Cheops is an Open Source Network User Interface. It is designed to unify your network utilities. Cheops does for the network what a file manager does for your file system. [14] Cheops interface shows the different systems in a network and their connection to each other using icons for the systems and lines depicting the connection much like a network topology or design diagram. It also has certain feature for working with the network which include:
Chunking: Multiple Pages: Organize your network into convenient pages so you can place relevant portions together, and quickly go to a specific area or specific network. The reason this is added is that certain features like Find and Mapping can be very useful. If in a visualization a person finds something suspicious about a station on the network, being able to use a find function directly from the visualization would be very helpful. Also, being able to see a mapped path for electronic access can be helpful if a group of machines are compromised and attacking other systems, you would want to know immediately where it would be best to disconnect and quarantine the problem with the least amount of problems to the rest of the network especially if any types of mitigation would take large amounts of time.
Game Design and Technology
Unfortunately video games, with all that they can offer to the research community, are widely ignored. While a great deal of research has been directed towards discovering the features of non-leisure software that lead to maximal functionality and minimal negative user affect, very little research has looked at games. Furthermore, even less research has focused on bridging the gap between these two areas. [7] Like productivity software, games contain menu systems for changing options, interfaces to communicate status information, and input and control devices. Furthermore, games also require that users develop a conceptual understanding of the rules of use, and often offer tutorials and help systems to aid players in learning basic skills. [11] Video games constitute a genre of software in which the user's affective experience is paramount. If a game does not generate positive emotions in the user, it will not succeed -there is no other reason to play a game. [7] This is one of the major differences between a game and a nonleisure software application, driving games into further and further development of user experience. A part of this is that games must also be challenging. Challenge is something that applications are typically designed to minimize, which is appropriate, though with something like Intrusion Detection, the challenge is already there, the environment just needs to help immerse the user into the task of analyzing the data and in some way rewarding the user. Lastly, games constantly try to innovate by trying novel things, including interfaces, controls and cutting edge technology; applications, on the other hand, attempt to be consistent and typically change only incrementally from version to version. [11] So how can game design be integrated into a visualization? First of all, many games provide minimal information to the user during actual game play [7] . That is, unless necessary the information is made so that it looks almost transparent. A person playing a game does not care about the underlying statistics and calculations needed to play, all he/she cares about is did I do it, did I hit the bad guy, did I pick up the item, etc. To the player it is all too easy and intuitive. The same is wanted for an IDS (Intrusion Detection System). The user does not care about the underlying data until he/she absolutely needs it. What he/she wants to know is, are the computers OK, is communication traffic clear, and is there anyone snooping around. Successful video games are able to provide players with needed information and control capabilities in an engaging and enjoyable fashion. Video games are effectively streamlined input-output systems, and to a player, a video game is little more than its interface [12] Regarding playing to learn, the emphasis is on learning, which is to say that some content or skill should be the end result of game playing. As such, knowledge and skills are treated as effects or outcomes. In regard to learning to play, on the other hand, the emphasis is on the activity of playing. As such, learning might be regarded as an integrated part of mastering an activity, in this case, game play. [8] Of course, there is no reason why both can not happen one after another or simultaneously. Especially with an evolving entity like a network and the encompassing environment a game can provide, and since games give the player an opportunity to act in a multi modal and interactive environment, games foster active learning, or learning by doing. What is more, players encounter various signs and tasks in a multi modal environment where words, images, actions and sounds are intertwined with one another. [8] Also, the idea that wherever possible users should be prevented from making errors is largely contradictory to the manner in which games promote flow and positive affect. When playing a game, part of the challenge for the user is the fact that mistakes must be avoided.
Different from the errors that can be incurred during setup, these errors are what helps the player feel there is a challenge and that they are actually working toward a goal. During game play, the joy of success is dependent upon the possibility of failure [7] Now I am not promoting failure, but a system should try to promote learning from failure rather than just letting failure be failure. Though in a system that relies on the user for input in order to function properly, rather then an environment with set rights and wrongs, there is a need for more then just one user interacting in order to gain experience from not only the visual but the social environment between security officers as well. In this way when one person fails to catch a problem and another succeeds they can learn from each other. Nothing mentioned here is easy, especially when trying to tie in an application that does react, change, and work in the real world, away from digitally set constraints that a game can use, but there has to be a way.
CHAPTER 3. RECOMMENDED DESIGN
After careful consideration of the different game genres for a basis for this architecture, it was decided that in order to make the system interactive, usable, and informative, Real Time Strategy was the best choice. Games in Real time strategy have always had to compensate for lots of data constantly updating about multitudes of different objects and make it into a fun and easy to use experience. Therefore, in order to get all of the data acquired from a network successfully across to the user and make the interface intuitive and easily used, it should be developed much like a Real Time Strategy game.
A Real Time Strategy (RTS) game has a user construct and protect a base or home of systems used to build up forces to defend and attack opponents in an attempt to destroy their base (most common goal) without being destroyed. The only differences in this scenario and that of a network, is that the network is already built and it is always on the defensive. This lends itself to such an architecture in that all network systems can be treated like buildings for a base, and while the buildings can not move, they can accomplish different tasks. In an RTS, buildings are the main production units for creating forces, they always need to be protected. This is the same for our network since we need to protect the systems in order to ensure they can continue to produce for whatever organization the network belongs to. All of this makes it look like RTS and IDS were made for each other.
The Design
In designing a Graphical User Interface (GUI) for visualizing Network traffic data, there are many different considerations: how will the network traffic data be gathered, how will the data be stored, sorted, filtered, and aggregated, how will the data be shared, how will the data be represented, and how will the user be able to interact with the data? While the first two questions have been solved with the use of outside open source programs, the most difficult questions in the design still remain. Therefore they will be the main focus of this design and its discussion. It will start of with a discussion of what will be used to render the images for the user to see and interact with, what the user needs to do to make sure that they are the ones allowed to see the network data, how to become an allowed user, how the information will be displayed and why, different interactions and their associated windows that the user can use and why they exist, and an overview of the software used for the back end of the design and why it is used.
Torque Game Builder
In designing this Visual Interface, it was decided to make it using a 2D interface.
Using a 2D interface makes it easier to create and update for future versions, it makes it easier to view all of the information at one time without getting confused our lost, objects do not accidentally hide other objects behind them, as can be the case in a 3D environment, and it takes less resources to do the rendering of the network. For this the Torque Game Buidlder game engine lends itself perfectly to this designs development. Torque Game Builder is build on C++ code and is compatible across many different platforms for computers, taking away many concerns of weather or not it will be able to work for most systems. Also, the Torques Game Builder environment is meant to allow those that have very little programming experience to create GUIs for gaming environments. One problem with the the builder is that it has so many options and controls that have to be configured that anyone new to the developing GUI can easily become confused, frustrated, and lost. Also, Garage Games the developers and sellers of the engine do have certain resources and tutorials for the engine but there are limits to the documentation. On the other hand, the Garage Games forums and community is full of people with experience in working with the engine and may have certain resources that can help speed up development. Another problem is that a license for the engine costs approximately $250 for a professional license with certain amounts of access to documentation and is the only way to get source code needed to make any additions to the engine.
Even with certain problems, Torque is the best choice since it's source, when obtained, is easily modified and organized very well, the scripting language for actually programming in torque is very similar to Virtual Basic and/or Flash and it's networking capabilities make it very easy to track and manage connections between the server and different clients. Open source engines available primarily work at creating 3D environments and do not lend themselves to creating Real Time Strategy (RTS) designs. Also, most open source technology for games are unreliable, constantly being changed in ways that could make the system unstable, and have lots of dead documentation (documentation that has become useless due to changes to the software). Also, with the use of torque, while 2D makes the most sense, if needed, this design is able to be converted to a 3D environment easily if Torque scripting is continued to be used for development, i.e. using the Torque Game Engine which is a 3D game engine that costs roughly the same as Torque Game Builder for a license and is also created by Garage Games, otherwise the entire visualization and all interaction for the environment will have to be completely redone.
User Authentication
One concern that came to mind during the research and planning for this design was that of user authentication. While an administrator should be able to tell if there is an outsider accessing and monitoring network data through the increased activity seen, it is more difficult for unauthorized access from those that are apart of the network or have broken into the administrators place of work to access through his/her machine. While some of these concerns seem unfounded it was decided that it would be better to add in some user authentication. Therefore, when a client system is started up, the user will be prompted to authenticate through a login screen. (Figure 6a) Here the user will have to enter a valid user name and password pair as well as make sure that the IP address to the Torque server is correct. This way there can be separate torque servers set up to collect data from different IDSs, if wanted, that can be accessed and displayed from a single machine. Unfortunately Torque does not allow for multiple clients to run on the same machine at the same time, but this gives the user added flexibility in their setup. Also, on the log in screen, if a user who has never used the system before wished to log in, they can click the new button and create an account with a user name and password in a new window that will appear. (Figure 6b) Though they can only successfully create an account if they either have a registered user confirm they are allowed on the system or get a temporary authorization code to create an account from an already registered user. Here it is assumed that security and network administrative personnel will be the only ones authorized, so they should be able to be trusted for this. Lastly there are Exit and Accept buttons for the screen, the Exit button closes the program and Accept submits the input user name and password pair to the server.
User Interface
This part of the design is the most complex and is the focus of this project. With a focus on how Real Time Strategy (RTS) games have created easy to use interfaces with easily viewed and interpreted environments this system attempts to give the user not only an overall view of the network and it's activities, but also allow the user to focus in on certain areas, single out traffic for one or more specific machines and view what ports are being accessed by or on a target system. This is so that not only can the user get an idea of where certain problems may be, but it allows the user to focus in on where those exact problems may be and narrow in on the data that will help discover what the cause for an anomaly is.
The Map
Like most Real Time Strategy (RTS) games there will be a map (Figures 6a and 6b) that can be navigated around with the mouse or arrow keys on the key board and have zoom in or out on the view of the map to a certain degree utilizing ether the '+' and '-' keys on the key board or a mouse wheel. This map will be the main source of visual information. On the map, network systems will be represented by Icons that can be customized and replaced for each individual system. This allows for the user to customize the systems in the network visually. By doing this the user will have a greater probability of remembering distinct facts about each system and what has happened to them since there will be the new association with the unique visual stimuli. Also, certain icons may be able to be earned for use through certain actions or accomplishments of the user or users of the system, examples include 1 week without compromise of network systems, most systems blocked, most hours logged on, etc. These icons may be included with certain badges or titles that will appear in the title bar of the screen. This and other potential gifts mentioned can help with the sense of accomplishment and give the system some form of positive reenforcement, especially if these rewards are made to be humorous in an attempt to incite their discussion amongst those that use the system.
As for the location of the network systems on the map, they will be arranged and organized by their network links. That is that each system that is connected to a certain router will be clustered together and a router will be shown, much like it is represented in the Cheops design. This will give the user a better feel for the network and the network paths that the information travels through. Also, the advantage of stationary locations is that those locations will better stick in the users memory allowing the user to better distinguish and understand patterns seen in the network over time, since there will always be the correct associations between the seen communication and their specific stations and locations. Also, In addition to the system icons being displayed on the map, all system icons will show two bars under them, these two bars represent the number of ports that are being used on the system. The more the ports there are being used the more the bar fills. Every bar will have a threshold that will be adjusted by their average activity for that time period.
Therefore all systems will have a different threshold. If this threshold is breached the systems will alert the user. Also, the user can change this threshold for the system on his/her local client, and it will be stored on the SQL server under the users account so as not to effect the original data or the thresholds set by other users. This way every user can better customize the system to fit what they are looking for, giving different points of view and allowing for the old proverb, two heads ARE better than one. These bars give the user an idea of how busy a system is and helps in making decisions of weather or not there may be an intrusion and may require further investigation.
Also needed is a representation of the actual traffic flow. For this network connections will use two lines for each link along a path, one for inbound and one for outbound. A movement animation for each line that look much like chaser lights will be used to depict the speed of the of transmissions along a link, if possible. When the data is transmitting at high speeds then the animation is traveling at high speeds and if the link is slowed for some reason so is the animation. This can help to see if the speed of a line is being effected. These same lines will also show the amount of data traveling across them with the thickness of the line, if there is a large amount data traveling in the direction of the line on a link, then the this will cause the line to grow thicker. Also, if the connection is completely idle it will gray out until there is activity again. This is the same for system icons, if a system if found to have stopped transmitting at all across the network for 5 minutes, it will gray out to signify its lack of activity. Though, if a system is found to have crashed then it will become black, signifying there is a real problem.
Another element needed is that of external hosts. External hosts are represented by smaller icons connected to a link that leads from the network to the Internet. There are three distinct categories of external hosts: trusted, dangerous, unknown. As the number of accessing external hosts increases they may start to become crowded, so the hosts are then bunched together into one icon that can be looked at by the user to see what hosts are in the bunch. Bunches are formed according to IP address and group affiliation. Bunching also exists for larger networks where there are too many systems for the map. While bunches will be created by default if a network is too large for the main map, the use also has the option to create bunches at any time using systems on the network. These bunched systems must be connected in some way in order to be bunched together however. This is to prevent confusion and keep the system conformed to the designated design precedents. Also, bunching can be used for entire sections of a network or for smaller networks connected to the network. These bunches can be entered and the user can pull certain systems out of a bunch if needed. Also, bunches will use slightly different icons in order for the user to easily understand what they are quickly.
In order for the user to better gather information about the network activities, he/she needs to be able to quickly get information about a specific host or group of hosts. For this clicking on a icon will allow for several different actions for looking further into network activity. This clicking on a network system will cause different options to populate an options window in the bottom right corner of the screen. (Figure 8b ) For hosts, the options panel in the bottom right of the screen will include an icon for highlighting flows of all connections to this system, highlighting flows to or from specific a port connection/s or number of port connections, highlighting flows to a specific host/s, allow sight of associated port numbers with each connection to a system, allows the user to open a System Alerts window for turning on and off different types of alerts, choose to set port threshold tolerance for the selected system or systems, select to save the system or systems to a specific group, select from a systems associated groups to select all systems in that group, dissociate as specific system or number of systems from a group, or designate a new icon and or name to the system. All of these option effect the user's account data and client only so as not to affect the system for other user's . When the option for highlighting flows of all connections is selected, then th paths to and from all connected systems will be highlighted. If one or more of those are in a bunch, such as external hosts, those systems will be pulled out of the bunch until another option or system is selected or the user clicks in any open space on the map, this is true for any highlighted flows selection that includes a bunched system. This allows the user to get a better idea of who is doing exactly what, whenever something occurs or looks like something will occur. The highlight flows of specific port/s opens the command window (Figure 9c ) in the bottom center of the screen and allows the user to select the port/s. The same thing happens with the highlight flows of specific host/s. The toggle port numbers over connected systems option causes the ports that systems are connected to on this system to be visible and associated with them or not. Lastly the alert toggles allow the user to turn off certain alerts for this system from a window that opens and looks exactly like the Alerts window for the main menu that will be discussed later. (Figure   10c ) This allows the user to turn off areas of false positives that he/she may have found, until they can be fixed for specific systems. For selecting a group of systems the user can select multiple hosts by clicking on more then one system while holding shift, using the select group option from a host for an already created group, or selecting an area of systems by enclosing them in a box shown when the user clicks, holds, and moves the cursor on the map. For these groups all the same options are available as with the host options, except for the group selections option. Also, after a group has been selected it can be hot keyed to a number by pressing ctr + [number] for temporary quick access to this group, the same can be 
The Mini Map
The mini map, (Figure 8 
Options and Command Windows
As mentioned before another aspect that needs to be included is the option menu in the bottom right corner for object interaction. This menu is actually a panel that remains blank until a system is selected, then it is populated by a list of options that represent different actions that can be taken. These selections are discussed above in the sixth 
The Chat and SQL Query Window
Also included in the design is a Chat and SQL Query Window (Figures 9b and 9c ).
This window is actually located in the exact same place as the Command Window and allows the user to either chat with other users connected to the same server or query the SQL database located on the server for specific information. The reason these windows occupy the same space as one another is that the user will not be able to use any two of them at the same time, because of this and for the sake of space for the main map, they overlap one another. In order to select the chat or query window the user chicks on a tab at the bottom of the window corresponding to the window required. The command menu will only be shown after the user selects a system and an option in the options window that requires use of the command window, otherwise either the chat or query window is shown, which ever was last selected. This allows the user to be able to quickly navigate between actions on the system chatting with others for advice, assistance, and entertainment, and searching for additional information from the network data directly while only having to work with the command window when needed. Though query window will require the user to know SQL commands in order to successfully query the server for data. 
The Menu
The interface must also have a menu button (Figure 10a ) for user account specific operations to ease the users use of the system and make it more customized to him/her. The menu button, true to form for many RTS games, is located at the top right of the screen. This is to keep it out of the way while at the same time making it readily accessible. This menu will drop down and contain options for controls options, sound levels, going back to the log in screen, leaving the menu to go back to the map, editing network identification information, alert options, and exiting the system. The controls options button will open a new window that will allow the user to adjust the sensitivity of the mouse using a slide bar. (Figure 10b )
The sound levels option opens a new window that uses slide bars for volume levels and a check box for muting sounds that include general sound effects and sound effects for different alerts. (Figure 10c ) The Network Information option opens a window that allows the user to give a name to the network that will be stored and displayed a the top of the screen when the system is open, choose past stored network data according to time to view, and to give names to be associated with specific IP addresses for systems. (Figure 10d ) This allows for the study of previous network data, and personal customization of the map to better improve the user's retention of and comprehension of information. The Alert option will allow the user to set volume settings or mute sound effects for different alert types, as well, as change their priority levels for his/her system. (Figure 10e ) The Exit option will ask for confirmation and then close the client if confirmed. These options will have no effect on the information from the IDS directly since that is all stored in a SQL database with the torque server under the user's account, instead it will effect the environment that the data is begin presented in to fit the user. 
Alerts
All alerts will have both an audible and visual component that will go off whenever that alert goes off, unless the user has designated otherwise through the different options available discussed above. The visual alert will be color coded Blue for good alerts, like Snort has just finished begin updated, Yellow for minor alerts, Orange for Moderate alerts, and Red for important alerts. These colored alerts will cause a ring shape to appear on the map where the affected system is located and a smaller circle will appear and flash on the mini map. Then the system or systems that are the subject of the alert will start flashing that color until the user clicks on an effected system. Also, a small icon box the color of the alert will appear on the far left side of the screen which if clicked will either cause the camera to go to the location of the effected system or cause the location to flash again on both the map and mini map. Audible alerts may be turned off in sound options in the 'Main menu' while the visual flash can only be turned off if the alert is turned off.
Back End Systems
In order to make the architecture as adaptable and scalable as possible a means of allowing for multiple Intrusion Detection Systems to share data about the network in such a way that it can all be collected correlated and distributed to all those in need of it for analysis is needed. Also, the back end systems were selected and set up so that they could still work separately if needed, as well as to accommodate future upgrades. Considering this and with some help, from others and other projects, the partnership of Snort, SQL, and Torque Game Builder was conceived. (See figure 11) 
Snort Intrusion Detection System
Snort is an open source network intrusion prevention and detection system utilizing a rule-driven language, which combines the benefits of signature, protocol and anomaly based inspection methods. With millions of downloads to date, Snort is the most widely deployed intrusion detection and prevention technology worldwide and has become the de facto standard for the industry, as taken from the snort website. [19] Snort does all of the data collection for the project. Weather or not more then one System with snort is set up in order to cover a network does not matter as long as the systems can send the collected data to the SQL database the data can be aggregated, filtered and interpreted.
SQL Database
The next system in the back end design is SQL. SQL stands for "Structured Query Language". This language allows us to pose complex questions of a database. It also provides a means of creating databases. SQL is very widely used with many database products supporting SQL, this means that if you learn how to use SQL you can apply this knowledge to MS Access or SQL Server or to Oracle or Ingres, as well as countless other databases. [20] The SQL database is the central data storage for the project and will most likely be the MySQL version of SQL in order to accommodated Torque as well as the robust amount of data that needs to be handled from the IDS. Both the SQL and Torque server are located on the same machine locally and Torque will only query what it needs from the SQL database as needed. This will require additional system resources since both the SQL and Torque server will most likely be separate in nature, but will allow for greater flexibility within the system.
Torque Game Builder
Next is the back end software developed from Torque Game Builder. Torque Game Builder is an incredibly adaptive tool with it's own Client Server architecture. This allows Torque to quickly and easily support multiple clients running the visualization software, also developed in Torque, simultaneously. This way the server can take care of the data with SQL, in fact the Torque server will be completely oblivious to the fact that the IDSs exist.
Therefore if there is some experimental data or training data, etc. from another time or network, the system just needs it to be input into the SQL database for the Torque server to access and send to the client to display. This allows for a great amount of flexibility in development for testing and for research in different data sets.
CHAPTER 4. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
The problem of creating a system that can create a functional, adaptive, understandable interactive visualization of network data is by far not an easy one.
Continuing research in how to represent data in a visual form for more then just network traffic has yet to find a definitive answer, but few if any look at the potential that the gaming industry presents us. If the interactive and immersive environments of games could be utilized to show data, then a real solution could be much closer to completion then otherwise possible.
Conclusion
It is very important that network data become more comprehensible so that professionals who's job it is to keep a network safe can better find and prevent the intrusion of attacker that may wish to do harm not only to the network and it's systems but also to those people who trust their information to the owner's of the network. As it stands there is too much data and no way to interpret it all, and without a solution networks run the risk of becoming even more vulnerable as their intrusion detection systems become almost useless without the added input from their network administrators and security personnel. As Kofi et al. point out, the function of network intrusion visualization goes far beyond "illustration".
Network intrusion detection can help to improve communication about the data to third parties; it can help the analyst to better explore specific properties of certain network attacks, and it can facilitate the exploration of distributed network attacks [13] Thusly, with the help of lessons learned from past research in network visualization and the added experience of the game industry and their designs for interactive environments, the approach of using Real Time Strategy game design with network intrusion data to create an intuitive and understandable visualization for intrusion detection systems was conceived and is presented here as a possible solution.
Future Work
Now that a design based on Real Time Strategy game architecture has been established that should work for representing a networks communications in an interactive environment the next step is to consider the best types of images to represent each system icon, data links and flows, the background environment, and make considerations for the overall environment. While the design addressed how to make the system interactive and the basics of the visualizations, the imaging is needed for greater mental association and intuitive recognition of the visual environment. For example, buildings for systems and roads to show data flow are some imaging techniques, while the use of forests and rivers is may be a another possibility. Also, when it comes to the over all environment there are certain aspects such as the weather and lighting of the environment that by finding how to link certain information about the network to these environmental functions could make larger and more subtle changes more easily understood by the user. Also implementing the design and test it using collected network data is needed to see if the data representations show enough to make sound conclusions as to what is happening across the network. Additionally, work should be done in actually integrating scripts into the server for interactive environment, which would allow certain users to change settings for the intrusion detection system/s and do general tasks such as remote updates and installs on network systems, allowing the user to make the changes needed directly from the visualization and potentially making it an all around network administration tool.
